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AVES: ASSOCIAZIONE VOLONTARIATO
EXTRACOMUNITARIO SARDEGNA ONLUS

ASSOCIAZIONE AMICO DEL SENEGAL
BATTI CINQUE
EMERGENSY SPORTELLO DI
ORIENTAMENTO SOCIO-SANITARI
ANOLF
EFYS – EQUIPE FORMATIVA
YOUTHSTART SARDEGNA
EXTRACOMUNITARI

REAC TO AVOID DISCMINATION HATE SPEECH
(RAADH)
This project was create after the summerize of the migrants
situation in Sardiania.
The project RAADH involved eight migants eight locals who
were gether together to share and develop awareness as well as
understanding sensitizing, towards the necessity of rejecting and
contrasting Islamophobia in the frame of the No Hate Speech
Movement values, while at the same time empowering the latter
for this purpose.
The activity was implemented in cooperation with the local
association NEMESI, which manages a shelter for youth
migrants in Sassari named "Baiona-Campanedda".
Youth Muslim migrants taking part in the activity will be selected
among the youth migrant guests of the shelters.
The situation of migrants in Sardinia, according to the CaritasMigrantes report, tells us that there are 45,000 migrants in
Sardinia in 2016, more than half of them concentrated in the
provinces of Cagliari and Olbia-Tempio.
The countries of origin are mainly Romania, Morocco and
Senegal. Often these are subjects that have a close relationship
with the territory, but municipalities do not always have the tools
to ensure full integration.
This document is the result of the mapping that was carried out
by Mine Wagering NGOs at the beginning of the project
organizations working with immigrants in North Sardinia.
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Mine Vaganti NGO
Mine Vaganti NGO is a no-profit association based in Sardinia
implanmented in Sassari, Uri, Olbia and Tempio Pausania since
2009.
The main objectif is to promote intercultural dialogue, social
inclusion through Sport and environmental protection using Non
Formal Education.
Activities focus on : Promote educational trainer provider at local
and european level, consultant role for public and private sectors
for developping european and trans-continental projects.

The European Youth Foundation
The European Youth Foundation (EYF) is a fund established by
the Council of Europe to provide financial support for European
youth activities.
It aims to encourage co-operation amongst young people in
Europe by providing financial support to youth activities.
It concerns activities, which serve the promotion of peace,
understanding and co-operation in a spirit of respect for human
rights, democracy, tolerance and solidarity.
An international organisation in Strasbourg which comprises 47
countries of Europe. It was set up to promote democracy and
protect human rights and the rule of law in Europe.

The Council of Europe
The Council of Europe advocates freedom of expression and of
the media, freedom of assembly, equality, and the protection of
minorities. It has launched campaigns on issues such as child
protection, online hate speech, and the rights of the Roma,
Europe's largest minority.
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Worshop on Islamophobia
Focus on migrant issues and
multicultural evolution

Focus on women issues
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AVES: ASSOCIAZIONE VOLONTARIATO
EXTRACOMUNITARIO SARDEGNA ONLUS
The Association of the Extra-Community Voluntary Service of
Sardinia AVES, founded in 1994, located in Olbia, "is born with the
intent to stimulate and promote cooperation initiatives between
Senegal and Sardinia and to present to the wider public of institutions
and the press. A project that has the primary objective of encouraging
and encouraging the return of 2,000 Senegalese to their country. This
is to bring down the problem of illegal migration. There are funds for
integration, but to achieve this goal it is necessary to reason and
activate concrete initiatives.
Meeting are made to help collaboration beteween Sardinan and
Senegalese actor in diffrent aspect such trade during forum.
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The Libere Energie Onlus
Association
The Libere Energie Onlus Association (hereinafter ALE), established
in Olbia on March 4, 2010, has been awarded the Onlus of the Region
of Sardinia on October 26, 2011. The Libere Energie Association
aims to provide services and activities to wait for the needs of "every
weak company in the society with a special emphasis on the sector
called the Non-Residential People ; Its ultimate goal is "integration
and reintegration into the social fabric of its recipients".
The main requirement for people living in extreme poverty is to have
and maintain a home by means of a job, so there can be no
reintegration and / or integration unless there is talk of employment
and development. This source of reflection allows us to pursue the
following goals: Promoting certain actions that can resolve a situation
of obvious discomfort of the homeless. Reduce extreme discomfort
situations by preventing the risks of diseases and mortality of
individuals. Reduce social disadvantages existing in the local context:
Promoting the creation of start-up courses at work. Bearing between
aspiring workers appropriately trained, both non-EU and nonpotential employers mediating in a first contact phase. Promote the
transition to second-generation facilities to achieve economic and
housing independence and maintain stability. (Housiling social).
Increase job placements through: Or day center labs Or the training
and working activities that the Social Cooperative B (in the form of
ALE) plans to implement. Innovative activities are proposed as
workshop of holistic are sporting events (football to collect funds).

Holistic session
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ASSOCIAZIONE PER L’INTEGRAZIONE
SOCIALE E CULTURALE.PERÙ E
AMERICA LATINA
The "Friends of Peru" Association is an Onlus that has been operating
since the 90's in Italy and Peru, particularly in the Andean Region. He
currently promotes and participates In Italy, around 25 active
members are involved in the association and many supporters and
sympathizers have legal and administrative offices in Marlia, in the
province of Lucca. From the outset, the group has placed among the
main goals in addition to the economic support of the mission, raising
awareness of the issues and culture of Latin America, and the
opportunity for volunteers in Peru to volunteer for them. It also
promotes cultural encounters, trade shows, theater plays and sports
events in Italy to finance cooperation works in Italy. The Association
seeks out the contribution of all and is an "open shipyard" where
anyone with their own skills, the desire to share, the urge to share
ideas and aspirations, can have voice and experience of cooperation
and volunteerism. It has secular inspiration and inside it houses
people who have the most diverse cultural, political and religious
backgrounds and affiliations. The common denominator is the focus
on man and the desire for solidarity.

Collaboartio ismade with internationl Ngo's such as Lion Club.
Donnation of medical clothing to the healthcare of Livitaca
Donnation of bikes trhough Lions Club
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ASSOCIAZIONE ESSALAM
The Salam Association carries out activities in international
cooperation, giving priority to the Sahrawi and Palestinian people,
both affected by the non-application of international law on the selfdetermination of Peoples. In Italy, the Association has continued to
support the reception of international protection applicants during the
Northern Africa Emergency and to follow in all welcome projects.
Specifically SALAM manages Martina Franca (TA) the largest
SPRAR (Guardianship Service for Asylum and Refugees) and the
first of the Province of Taranto. In addition, the Salam Association, in
the sign of the migration work enhancement, launched in Taranto the
"That corner of the world" project, thanks to the winnings of Actions
1 and 3 of the Small Grants Apulia 2013, created a system of tourist
routes Multilingual thanks to the valuable contribution of migrants
and the power of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and the Navy.
Generally, SALAM works as part of the integrated reception of
asylum seekers on the Province of Taranto and has opened an
"Intercultural Center Nelson Mandela" with funds from the Apulia
Region and the Municipality of Taranto where it offers services
ranging from legal advice to psychological support.
The Salam NGO, repudiating the war as a means of resolving
international disputes, is committed to countering the cultural and
economic trend of the industrialized states, even military, of the
peoples of the South of the World, and in any case acts to nullify the
consequences of This domain. The Association promotes the
knowledge of Arab culture and other peoples of the Mediterranean
Basin and, in any case, Subjects. The intervention area is extended
throughout the basin, but it gives priority to the Sahrawi and
Palestinian people, both affected by the non-application of
international law on self-determination of peoples. In particular for all
these countries.
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LABINT
Description: Association that aims to create events and meetings
aimed at the integration of foreigners. Italian language courses are
also organized for foreigners. Organization / organization activity:
Training course for foreign language teachers or aspirants.
EXCURSION IN THE ISLAND

CHARITY MEAL
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SUNUGAL
Description: Sunugal is a socio-cultural association founded on the
initiative of a group of foreign nationals, mostly Senegalese and
Italians, with the aim of encouraging trade initiatives between the two
countries.
Is therefore a subject that "acts" both in Africa as in Italy and acts as a
network of links between immigrants in Italy and the families
remaining in Senegal. The name of the association means, in the
wolof language, "our boat", a sign of the will to share a path that
involves the different cultures of those who gave birth to this project.
Organization / organization activity: Events and events for social
inclusion.
The Sunugal association has introduced the Responsible Tourism
component in its program with The support of its strategic partner the
NGO CISV.
But it also gives girls the GIE Gis Gis and the Center through Sales,
extension and promotion of their products. It is also an activity that is
part of the fight against poverty, immigration Irregular migration,
rural exodus and idleness, of which the majority of young Senegalese
are victims. On the sidelines of these themes, culture and dance
Traditional cuisine will also be on the menu.
"SAT Sole Acqua Terra" project (Sun, Water, Earth) and "SENSAT"
for the use of solar energy and appropriate irrigation techniques, with
a view to feeding the small local economies and creating alternatives
of " Viable and rational jobs. The rural villages of the regions of
Thiès, Louga and the suburbs of Dakar are the areas involved.
City Game
Arts session
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TERANGA ROSA
Description: The Senegal Teranga Rosa association was born from
the union of a group of immigrant Senegalese women in Sardinia, in
the city of Olbia. The association is not for profit and aims to improve
the living conditions of Senegalese women and divulge Senegalese
culture and traditions in Sardinian and national territory, promoting
multi-culturalism. Senegal Teranga Rosa was born in the project
Tisser avenir du Senegal, a project of international cooperation aimed
at improving women's empowerment processes in Senegal and
Sardinia. The project was funded by the Region of Sardinia and was
realized in collaboration with local authorities and non-profit
organizations present in the territory. Tisser the Avenue of Senegal
has contributed to the birth of this association through dedicated
training and through accompanying members in the start-up phase.
His contribution also enabled the creation of the organization's
website. Organization / organization activity: -Organization of
multiethnic meetings of immigrant women; -organization of tastings
and dinners, parties for members and not in order to divulge
Senegalese traditions; -participation at ethnographic festivals and
ethnographic festivals of the island to disseminate the Senegalese
culture through the presentation of typical products of the tradition
and / or new products born from the union of the culture of origin and
of the host; -Promotion of multiculturalism, peaceful coexistence
among peoples, awareness of interculturalism; -Organization of
workshops and teaching activities aimed at increasing the knowledge
of the Senegalese culture in the Community and the integration of
immigrant women into Sardinian territory; - Promoting the
knowledge of Senegalese culture through the organization of tourism
initiatives.
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ASSOCIAZIONE AMICO DEL
SENEGAL BATTI CINQUE
Description: The Friendship Association of Senegal Batti Cinque was
born with the aim of spreading the cultural tradition of Senegal in all
its various aspects in the Sardinian territory, familiarizing itself with
all the ethnicities of the world; Promote a serene life of immigrants in
the area of residence, involving young people to distract them from
misleading habits, approach and familiarize themselves with
handicapped people by teaching them dance, where possible, that
music in general, organize courses, conferences, conferences,
Seminars and cultural and twinning stages; Inform immigrants about
their rights and duties in the territory; Strong integration and social
aggregation; Twinning with all cultures, collaborating with private
and public bodies, both at national and international level, in the field
of social integration. Organization / organization activity: -7th
Edition The Worlds of Integration -VIII Christmas together for peace

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

THEATER WORKSHOP FOR CHILDREN

FOOTBAL GAME PROMOTE LIVIVNG TOGETHER
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EMERGENCY SPORTELLO DI
ORIENTAMENTO SOCIOSANITARIO
Description: In Sassari, Emergency's outpatient clinic offers free
basic medical care and social-health guidance services: our
mediators, always present, are available to help free those who need
access to the National Health Service's care. Even in Sardinia, in fact,
many people have no access to the care they are entitled to. They are
migrants, foreigners, indigent people who, because of language
difficulties, fear of being denounced, or lack of knowledge of their
rights, are unable to navigate in our healthcare system and thus obtain
the assistance they need and which is their right. The Sassari
Outpatient Clinic, working in partnership with the Asl 1, with which
we have drafted a Memorandum of Understanding, is the
continuation of the Emergency Emergency Medical Counseling
Experience from December 2012. Emergency social-health
orientation in Sassari is provided free of charge. Organization /
organization activity: Providing basic care through our doctors,
mediators present at the Desk - as well as in the other programs of the
Program Italy - carry out counseling and social-health orientation,
deal with the practices for the release of the Stp code (Stranger
Temporarily Present, Which also guarantees non-regular foreigners
access to the Public Health Service), accompany patients who need
examinations or visits to public facilities, carry out land monitoring
activities to identify unsafe or denial bags of rights to intervene,
Collaborate with local institutions and associations.
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ANOLF
The ANOLF - National Association beyond the Borders - is an
association of immigrants of various voluntary and democratic ethnic
groups whose purpose is to increase friendship and fraternity among
peoples in the spirit of the Italian Constitution. The ANOLF,
promoted by CISL, is not for profit and is not incidental to any
formation or political movement. It was founded in December 1989.
The Association is based on the protagonists of immigrants to protect
their needs and the growth of our society. The Association is present
throughout all over the country with the Regional ANOLF, Provincial
and Territorial Sections. Organization / organization activity:
ANOLF promotes a number of activities at the service of immigrants,
such as: -consulenza and assistance, finalizzate to the fomento of the
rights; - training processes for the acquisition of tools (language,
culture, norms) needed to be active members of integration in society,
as well as professional preparation and updating with CISL
structures; - the socialization and the association between immigrants
respecting their ethnic, cultural and religious origins, but without
closing; - promotion of projects, courses, studies and researches,
seminars and parties for meeting people; - cooperation with the
countries of origin of immigrants (interventions and services in
collaboration with the CISL Bodies); - Collaboration with the unions
of the countries of origin of immigrants in order to arrive at bilateral
agreements between governments (pensions, family allowances, selfemployment, lawful conversion); -information using the media
(printing, radio and TV); -assistance in banking and remittances to
the countries of origin; - assistance with the use of CISL structures
for labor disputes; - direct assistance or through the intervention of
CISL entities and bodies, for all other economic and social needs.
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EFYS – Equipe Formativa
Youthstart Sardegna
Description: EFYS is a Social Promotion Association active since 1997. It deals with
childhood-adolescence, animation and social aggregation, training, interculturalism and
the promotion of civil rights. The Association promotes active citizenship, social
integration and intercultural exchange, through creative, play-educational and
aggregate activities and modes. Since 2003 she has been designing and managing La
Bottega delle Sogni, a neighborhood center, addressed from March 2016 to children
aged 4 to 12, their families and residents of the historic districts of Cagliari.
Organization / organization activity: Efys promotes intercultural encounter,
confrontation and intercultural knowledge through workshops, parties, readings and
animated and music tales for children and adults in collaboration with educators,
cultural mediators and representatives of the various foreign communities present and
active in cities. Main acitivites: working with children to make them invloved in the
local enviroment.

Sportello extracomunitari
Description: The non-EU and foreign counseling desk is active in
Zara 2 Street in Sassari, where other services of the Social Cohesion
and Equal Opportunities Division are hosted. Organization /
organization activity: The service provides advice and information
on: - Disbursement of administrative and referral requests to
municipal offices, prefecture, placement office, police station,
registry office, workplace, Chamber of Commerce, ASL, INPS and
other offices - problems related to research and employment availability of accommodation - cultural initiatives (for example, the
organization of Italian language literacy courses), recreational and
sporting events that promote socialization. Organization of literacy
courses of the Italian language. The service is free
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CONTACT INFO
SPORTELLOEXTRACOMUNITARI
http://www.comune.sassari.it/servizi/sociale/sociale_extracomunitari.htm
tel. 079 279537 - 079 279519
•

sportelloextracomunitari@comune.sassari.it

MINE VAGANTI NGO

•

www.minevaganti.org
facebook.com/MineVagantiNGO
minevaganti2010@gmail.com
•

LABINT LABORATORIO INTERCULTURALE PER L'INTEGRAZIONE

Olbia Via Brigata Sassari, 18/C – 07026 Olbia
Presidente: Aly Cisse 331/8779525.
http://labint.ning.com/
• SUNUGAL ASSOCIAZIONE COMUNITÀ SENEGALESE
Via Brigata Sassari, 7 - 07026 Olbia Tel. 0789/1840233
Referente: Momar Athieu 347/6568766.
•

TERANGA ROSA ASSOCIAZIONE ‘FIGLIA’ DEL SUNUGAL (DONNE
SENEGALESI)

Via G. Leopardi, 19 - 07026 Olbia
Responsabile: Binetou Diallo Cell. 392/3530049
https://senegalterangarosa.wordpress.com/about/
•

AVES ASSOCIAZIONE VOLONTARIATO EXTRACOMUNITARIO
SARDEGNA ONLUS

Via Ogliastra, 17 – 07026 Olbia
E-mail:avesonlus@gmail.com
Responsabile: Modou Khouma 339/7121005
•

ASSOCIAZIONE LIBERE ENERGIE ONLUS (A.L.E.)

E-mail: liberenergie@gmail.com(link sends e-mail
Responsabile: Ginetto Mattana 320/0163622
•

ASSOCIAZIONE ARRISSALALA

E-mail:arrissala@tiscali.it
Presidente: Ali Labiad 328/0271905
•

ASSOCIAZIONE PER L’INTEGRAZIONE SOCIALE E
CULTURALE.PERÙ E AMERICA LATINA
Via Gabriele D’Annunzio n.154 – 07026 Olbia
E-mail:rais.onlus@hotmail.com
Tel. 0789/203039 Cell. 329/9143312

•

ASSOCIAZIONE ESSALAM

Responsabile: KARIM ASSAKRI E-mail:karim-72@hotmail.it
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